University of Arkansas Libraries  
Web Development Group - 1/6/12  
Present: Ganson, Gilbertson, Juhl, Lennertz-Jetton, Morgan  
Action items in Yellow.

Electronic Resources Updates  
Juhl and Morgan demoed the revised resources by subject pages for final feedback before taking them live next week. These pages are designed to echo the look and feel of LibGuides. Juhl reported that feedback from subject librarians had been positive.

Ganson suggested changes to layout and organization of the main eresources page [Juhl will work on this]. And the group made suggestions about the layout and content of the Research Guides box (Morgan will work on this). Juhl will also add "Best Bets" items to the remaining 10-12 subjects lacking Best Bets suggestions.

Juhl also plans to ask the subject librarians about the usefulness of the Search Alerts instructions (http://libinfo.uark.edu/eresources/alerts.asp) since those are in need of updates and additions.

Mobile Fields for Databases  
Juhl asked about wording and specifics for adding mobile availability information. She had considered two links – one to the mobile web version of a product (example: Ebsco Mobile) and one to instructions for set up an access (example: Mobile Access Instructions). The group made suggestions as to wording; Juhl will work up a draft after she has populated the database fields.

Springshare Mobile Site Builder  
Juhl asked about purchasing this product: http://www.springshare.com/mobile/; which is relatively inexpensive. The benefits would be a quick and easy way to build a mobile library site; the drawbacks would be loss of functionality with many of our programmed pages. The group agreed it would be good to pursue this product as an experiment this year.

Honors Theses  
Juhl reported that Amy Allen has received about 60 theses so far from the fall semester. We will promote the public side of the site (https://uarkive.uark.edu:8443/xmlui) when classes begin.

Usability Testing  
The next meeting will aim to finalize questions and goals for spring usability testing; we also need to write up a budget proposal for Juana and to ask Donna about using the reference consultation area for testing.

Next meeting: Friday, January 20, 9am  
Respectfully submitted,  
B. Juhl
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Best Bets

Oxford Classical Dictionary
Coverage: 2003- | Vendor: Oxford | More info...

JSTOR
Coverage: 1890s- | Vendor: JSTOR | More info...

Ebsco Academic Search Complete
Coverage: varies | Vendor: Ebsco | More info...

L'Annee Philologique
Coverage: 1928- | Vendor: Belles Lettres | More info...